Abstract-Scene refocusing beyond extended depth of field for users to observe objects effectively is aimed by researchers in computational photography, microscopic imaging, and so on. Ordinary all-in-focus image reconstruction from a sequence of multi-focus images achieves extended depth of field, where reconstructed images would be captured through a pinhole in the center on the lens. In this paper, we propose a novel method for reconstructing all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes on the lens based on 3D frequency analysis of multi-focus images. Such shifted pinhole images are obtained by a linear combination of multi-focus images with scene-independent 2D filters in the frequency domain. The proposed method enables us to efficiently synthesize dense 4D light field on the lens plane for image-based rendering, especially, robust scene refocusing with arbitrary bokeh. Our novel method using simple linear filters achieves not only reconstruction of all-in-focus images even for shifted pinholes more robustly than the conventional methods depending on scene/focus estimation, but also scene refocusing without suffering from limitation of resolution in comparison with recent approaches using special devices such as lens arrays in computational photography.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background of Related Researches and Their Applications
P
INHOLE cameras are the most primitive devices capturing images from scenes. If a pinhole gets smaller, captured images get sharper for arbitrary depths of scenes. However, simultaneously, long exposure is necessary for them to capture images because light through pinholes is limited. Therefore, usual cameras generally equip lenses for collecting light on their imaging planes by refraction, although blurs are introduced to captured images apart from depths in focus. By limiting an aperture of the lens, such blurs are suppressed, however, longer exposure is required like pinhole cameras. All-in-focus image reconstruction from multi-focus images by September 12, 2013 . This work was supported in part by Japan Society for the Promotion of Science and the Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B) under Grant 23700224. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Chun-Shien Lu.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIP.2013.2273668 digital signal processing is the conventional approach to image acquisition preventing long exposure and blurs on images at the same time [1] - [12] . Actually, multi-focus images are also utilized by various methods of shape-from-focus and shapefrom-defocus [13] - [21] . It reveals that not only regions in focus but also blurs themselves in multi-focus images may include important information of scenes, although the methods are optimized for depth estimation rather than for image reconstruction. Anyway, we notice that reconstructed all-infocus images from multi-focus images would be captured through just a pinhole in the center on the lens. That is to say, such all-in-focus image reconstruction can be understood as one of early works in computational photography [22] - [30] .
In recent years, actually, beyond all-in-focus image reconstruction for extended depth of field, scene refocusing is actively studied in computational photography, microscopic imaging, and so on for users to observe objects more effectively. For example, captured images through a 2D lens array consisting of microlenses covering a certain plane horizontally and vertically, which would be captured through shifted pinholes on a virtual lens, are merged as 4D light field [31] - [35] for scene refocusing, where 4D light field is expressed by a simple combination of 2D coordinates for viewpoints corresponding to shifted pinholes on a virtual lens plane and 2D coordinates on each captured image. In comparison with scene estimation using multi-view or multi-focus images, such image reconstruction robustly works by just applying a kind of image filtering to captured images based on frequency analysis of them. However, resolution of reconstructed images tends to be limited because for robust scene refocusing by rendering these approaches in computational photography essentially acquire 4D light field information at once by a single ordinary 2D image sensor consisting of pixels covering an imaging plane horizontally and vertically [22] , [23] , that is also combined with coded apertures for similar purposes [26] .
B. Motivation of Our Research
Our research chiefly aims at achieving scene refocusing without suffering from limitation of resolution described above, unlike recent approaches utilizing special devices such as lens arrays in computational photography. We have studied scene refocusing by applying linear filters to a sequence of multi-focus images as 3D information, where multi-focus images line up in the direction orthogonal to each 2D image [36] - [42] . According to 3D frequency analysis of the sequence, it includes sufficient frequency components corresponding to 4D light field on the lens plane, although 3D scene information such as depths is not completely preserved in the sequence. The property of multi-focus images is slightly different from expectation of various methods like shapefrom-focus, however, it enables us to reconstruct various images with implicit 3D effects such as scene refocusing according to depths beyond ordinary all-in-focus image reconstruction. Actually, our previously proposed method achieves scene refocusing with arbitrarily limiting its aperture by just applying a 3D filter to the sequence for directly suppressing blurs on multi-focus images [36] - [38] . The method robustly works because it depends on just linear filters applied to captured images without any depth estimation, that is essentially unstable for multi-focus images, in the same way as the approaches in computational photography [22] , [23] . In addition, resolution of reconstructed images by our approach is not limited and equal to the one of captured images by utilizing multi-focus images as 3D information instead of using a single 2D image sensor with a 2D lens array for treating 4D light field. We notice that there is no gap limiting resolution between dimensions of a sequence of multi-focus images and light field because even 4D light field comes from 3D scenes in substance. Recently, researchers in computer vision also study similar approaches based on such properties of multi-focus images and light field for view interpolation or a kind of computational photography [28] .
Thus, our previous 3D filter achieves relatively robust scene refocusing with sufficient image resolution for simply suppressing blurs on multi-focus images. However, because of aliasing artifacts, it hardly works for scene refocusing with arbitrary reconstruction of bokeh. Therefore, in this paper, 4D light field itself is synthesized by decomposition of blurs in a sequence of multi-focus images instead of directly controlling degree of blurs in the sequence. We propose a novel efficient method of reconstructing all-in-focus images through not only a pinhole in the center but also shifted pinholes on the lens for dense light field synthesis and rendering. In order to robustly achieve flexible image reconstruction, such synthesis and rendering are fundamental. For example, scene refocusing with arbitrarily deformed bokeh is efficiently achieved by just a simple linear combination of multi-focus images with scene-independent 2D filters for the images, that we finally derive based on the proposed method. We notice that it is very important for our novel linear filters to reconstruct all-in-focus images more robustly even for shifted pinholes than the conventional methods depending on scene/focus estimation.
C. Organization of the Paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a brief survey of image reconstruction using multi-focus images and recent technologies for scene refocusing in computational photography. In this survey, a promising approach for robust image reconstruction is also discussed. In Section III, we present our novel method for efficient reconstruction of all-in-focus images, which would be captured through shifted pinholes on the lens, from multi-focus images. Based on 3D frequency analysis of multifocus images with a geometrical imaging model, a simple formula expressing shifted pinhole images by linear combination of them is derived. In Section IV, we show experimental results using synthetic images and real images. Robustness of the proposed method is clarified by using several sequences of multi-focus images, that are synthesized according to some kinds of typical camera features. Then, actually, we evaluate novel image-based rendering via dense light field composed of shifted pinhole images reconstructed by our method and its efficiency is estimated, especially, for scene refocusing with arbitrary bokeh even in the case of real images, that do not strictly fit our imaging model. In Section V, characteristics of our linear filters are discussed in detail for clarifying their effects on reconstructed images. In Section VI, we conclude the paper and future works for improvement and various applications are outlined.
II. PRIOR WORKS
Before proposing our novel method for reconstructing allin-focus images through shifted pinholes from multi-focus images, a brief survey of prior works for ordinary all-infocus image reconstruction and scene refocusing is provided. Especially, we discuss a promising approach for robust image reconstruction, although some previous methods depend on special devices instead of utilizing multi-focus images.
A. All-in-Focus Image Reconstruction
All-in-focus image reconstruction from multi-focus images is the conventional approach to extended depth of field. A small number of multi-focus images are sometimes utilized [4] , however, a sequence of multi-focus images, where all objects in the scene are focused on at least in one of these images, is favorable for image reconstruction like depth estimation in shape-from-focus and shape-from-defocus [13] - [21] in order to avoid deblurring [7] .
Most of these methods proposed their own focus measures [5] for each small region in multi-focus images or for coefficients obtained by decomposition of them with Gaussian pyramid, Wavelet and so on [2] , [3] , [6] , [9] , [10] . They merge regions or coefficients estimated to be in focus into reconstructed images. In substance, their focus measures simply detect high frequency components that regions in focus tend to include sufficiently in comparison with blurred ones, and so, for example, regions around sharp edges such as boundaries of letters in the scene are often reconstructed with artifacts like halos [43] . Similar focus measures are also utilized for depth estimation, however, it usually gets unstable around not only such regions but also all regions having no sufficient textures corresponding to high frequency components.
Instead of focus measures, some methods reconstruct sharp edges well based on prediction how regions in focus are blurred in the other images. That is to say, better results are obtained by utilizing not only regions in focus but also blurred ones [7] , [43] .
B. Linear Filters for Multi-Focus Images
Previously, we proposed image reconstruction by a sceneindependent linear combination of two captured images, where a single camera is differently focused [43] - [46] . By applying linear filters to the images, we utilize both regions in focus and blurred ones to achieve scene refocusing with arbitrary apertures and shifted pinhole image reconstruction very robustly, although scenes must consist of two depths and cameras must be focused on them by users, without any estimation of focus or scene information such as depths, that is not always stable as described above but the conventional methods [1] - [12] implicitly or explicitly depend on.
In order to achieve such image reconstruction for scenes consisting of arbitrary depths by using a sequence of multi-focus images captured automatically, we have studied frequency analysis of the sequence as 3D information [36] - [38] because a flexible and efficient linear combination of multi-focus images, that is proposed in this paper, is not so easy to be derived directly in the same way as the previous method. Actually, based on the analysis, some filters for the sequence are successfully obtained while avoiding zero in the denominator introduced by simple extension of the previous method. For example, our 3D filters [36] - [38] or 2D filters combined with dimension reduction [39] - [42] , where we obtain preliminary results for our novel method, enable us to deal with various image reconstruction including scene refocusing. Recently, researchers in computer vision utilize multi-focus images in a similar way, where they are especially involved in its applications for view interpolation [28] .
Our preliminary results have shown that, unlike 3D filters [36] - [38] for scene refocusing, even deformed bokeh can be robustly reconstructed without aliasing artifacts if we decompose 3D multi-focus images into 4D light field by adopting dimension reduction based on Fourier slice theorem [41] , [42] . However, such an approach needs dimension reduction in appropriate directions repeatedly to obtain a scene-dependent 2D image for each shifted pinhole on the lens plane and it prevents us from achieving sufficient efficiency of dense light field synthesis and rendering, especially, for practical applications such as flexible scene refocusing because, generally, we must reconstruct a large number of shifted pinhole images to synthesize the corresponding light field completely. Our novel linear filtering proposed in this paper replaces dimension reduction for light field synthesis with simple linear combination of multi-focus images using scene-independent 2D filters for them, that can be prepared in advance unlike scene-dependent 2D images obtained by dimension reduction. Consequently, just by weighted composition of the proposed novel filters, we can also prepare in advance scene-independent 2D filters achieving light field synthesis and rendering at once to perform direct scene refocusing from multi-focus images very efficiently. Moreover, the novel approach utilizing simple linear filters enables us to easily and clearly discuss quality of reconstruction for considering improvement and applications by scene-independent frequency analysis in the same way as the conventional image restoration for a single blurred image.
C. Image Reconstruction With Special Devices
Various methods utilize special devices for more efficient image reconstruction. For example, lens arrays are often introduced in scene refocusing [22] , [23] . These methods essentially acquire 4D light field by using such devices with a single 2D image sensor for flexible scene refocusing, and so resolution of reconstructed images is much smaller than one of the imaging device. Coded apertures are also combined with conventional cameras in order to simplify analysis of point spread functions for recovery of depths and textures [26] .
In the case of all-in-focus image reconstruction, wavefront coding robustly achieves extended depth of field based on optimized optical designs for signal processing such as deconvolution [47] . Similarly, applying deconvolution to a captured image integrated from multi-focus images on camera systems is proposed [29] , while such a combination of integration and deconvolution is also derived in our theoretical approach [39] . These methods simplify point spread functions themselves of blurs in order to robustly achieve deconvolution for all-infocus image reconstruction. We notice that, unlike the methods using lens arrays to acquire 4D light field from 3D scenes as described above [22] , [23] , resolution of reconstructed allin-focus images, which would be captured through just a pinhole as simple 2D information, is not limited because there is no gap of dimensions between reconstructed images and captured ones. Consequently, it is very important for flexible and efficient image reconstruction from multi-focus images to avoid such a gap by utilizing a sequence of multi-focus images as 3D information and simplify point spread functions of blurs dealt with.
By the way, novel devices such as rapid variable-focus liquid lenses [48] are also actively developed, and so a sequence of multi-focus images will be obtained much more effectively.
III. LIGHT FIELD SYNTHESIS FROM MULTI-FOCUS IMAGES
In this section, we propose linear filters for reconstructing all-in-focus images which would be captured through arbitrarily shifted pinholes on the lens from a sequence of multifocus images. The proposed filters enable us to achieve dense light field synthesis and rendering on the lens robustly and efficiently, especially, for scene refocusing with virtual bokeh by just a scene-independent linear combination of multi-focus images. Our novel approach has no limit of the previous one [43] - [46] by dealing with scenes composed of arbitrary depths. In Fig. 1 , we show an overview of our approach described in this section.
Each imaging plane for multi-focus images has its corresponding focal plane in the scene. In Sect. III-A, based on simple geometrical optics, we express relation between them in an equation using 3D convolution with a coordinate transformation by analyzing trajectories of rays before and after refraction by the lens. As shown in Fig. 1 , scene information and multi-focus images are combined by a 3D blurring filter corresponding to bokeh of the lens. The filter indicates how rays from a single point in the scene generate blurs around its focal point in a sequence of multi-focus images. Actually, such a 3D point spread function is space-invariant by appropriate coordinate transformation. Although similar 3D convolution is adopted to model focal stacks obtained by microscopy [49] , our analysis reveals that in a sequence of multi-focus images components through just a virtual shifted pinhole on the lens are expressed as the corresponding rays whose trajectories are parallel to each other after the coordinate transformation. Based on the analysis, in Sect. III-B, we propose a method for reconstructing all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes as extracted components from multi-focus images in the frequency domain. The proposed method achieves such image reconstruction robustly and efficiently by just applying novel scene-independent linear filters to multi-focus images. Actually, these linear filters enable effective dense light field synthesis and rendering on the lens. It is notable that even scene refocusing with virtual bokeh is also achieved directly by a simple scene-independent linear combination of multifocus images using weighted composition of the linear filters.
Here, we notice that all images are inverted on imaging planes in real spaces. In Fig. 1 , we show them without inversion in order to simply explain 3D convolution expressing relation between scene information and multi-focus images.
A. 3D Analysis of Multi-Focus Images
We adopt geometrical optics for analyzing trajectories of rays as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Rays from p or q in the scene, after refraction by the lens at z = 0, compose blurs on captured images, which are determined by geometrical relation between their trajectories and imaging planes arranged orthogonal to z-axis. We express these trajectories of rays before refraction as follows: where L is the focal length of the lens. The ray goes through
, and then, it is refracted at (s, t, 0) on the lens plane. That is, (c, d) denotes the direction of the ray. After refraction, its trajectory determined by Gaussian lens formula is expressed as follows:
Here, we apply the following coordinate transformation T to trajectories after refraction:
Then, the trajectory of Eq. (2) is transformed as follows:
Therefore, trajectories are straight even after transformation and rays composing blurs on captured images are aligned with z-axis as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Actually, transformed trajectories of rays corresponding to the center of the lens are parallel to z-axis. We notice that the direction of Eq. (4) is determined by just (s, t), where rays refracted on the lens plane. For example, l p and l q in Fig. 2 (a) are parallel to each other in Fig. 2 
Consequently, around each focal point trajectories of corresponding rays have the same structure after transformation regardless of where the focal point is.
On the other hand, imaging planes also remain orthogonal to z-axis even after transform, where they are just scaled up and down. Therefore, by setting imaging planes appropriately along z-axis in Fig. 2 (a) and applying image size correction to captured multi-focus images, we achieve equallyspaced sampling of 3D information g(x, y, z) in Fig. 2(b) by N x × N y × N, where N x × N y is the corrected image size and N is the number of the multi-focus images. In detail, imaging
) times enlarged image captured by imaging plane P n . Actually, for simplicity, we determine such 3D multifocus images by g(x, y, n) = g (n) (x, y), where g (n) (x, y) is a captured image by imaging plane P n , whose size is corrected to be equal to the one corresponding to imaging plane P 0 , theoretically, by enlarging (1 + n D 0 /Z 0 ) times. Even in this case, properties of trajectories described above are preserved in g(x, y, z), because we just adopt another step size and origin for axes of coordinates. In order to analyze blurs in 3D multi-focus images g(x, y, z), let I ( p) be intensity given by rays from p to g(x, y, z) at the focal point T ( p ). Here, we express intensity given by rays from p to whole g(x, y, z) as h(x, y, z)I ( p), where the origin is set to the focal point T ( p ) temporarily. That is, h(x, y, z) is a 3D blur like a 3D point spread function around T ( p ) in g(x, y, z). Because trajectories of the rays have the structure in Fig. 2(b) , there exists k(s, t) such that k(s, t) = 1 and 3D blur h(x, y, z) is expressed as follows:
Of course, at each z, h(x, y, z) simply denotes a 2D point spread function for a blur composed of rays from p. Here, we notice that, especially, if ignoring spatial boundaries of g(x, y, z), rays from each point have the same structure of trajectories and trajectories of rays refracted at the same point are parallel to each other in Fig. 2 
It is notable that f (x, y, z) denotes 3D information of the scene because it is composed of intensity given by rays from each point in the scene to g(x, y, z) at the corresponding focal point. Actually, we obtain Eq. (4) again by applying the following coordinate transformation T to trajectories expressed by Eq. (1) before refraction in Fig. 2(a) :
That is,
f (x, y, z) expresses structure and texture of the scene well except occlusion. In Fig. 3 , we show the relation between the 3D scene f (x, y, z) and multi-focus images g(x, y, z) by using a 3D blur h(x, y, z), which combining them with convolution as Eq. (6). Such 3D convolution itself is often adopted to analyze focal stacks acquired by microscopy for 3D recovery of objects and extended depth of field. We have also utilized the relation of Eq. (6) to propose a method for controlling extent of 3D blurs in 3D multi-focus images g(x, y, z) [38] . However, our analysis in this section clarifies how a 3D blur h(x, y, z) corresponds to trajectories of rays refracted at each point on the lens. Actually, as shown in Eq. (5), h(x, y, z) can be expressed by weighted composition of their trajectories using k(s, t) as a weight function, where (s, t) is the point of refraction. It is notable that we can treat each component of such composition for h(x, y, z) as trajectories of rays through a virtual pinhole at (s, t) on the lens. Consequently, based on the relation in Eq. (6), the corresponding component in g(x, y, z) includes all-in-focus images which would be captured through a shifted pinhole on the lens. By extracting such components separately from 3D multi-focus images g(x, y, z), dense light field synthesis on the lens plane and rendering including scene refocusing with arbitrary bokeh are virtually achieved.
In digital signal processing, a well-known imaging model expressing space-invariant blurs on images with 2D convolution is often utilized in order to easily achieve image restoration such as deblurring. However, blurs on each one of multi-focus images are usually space-variant because scenes may consist of arbitrary depths. Our analysis in this section successfully finds 3D space-invariant blurs in the sequence of multi-focus images by treating it as 3D information composed of them. As we discussed in Sect. II, such a simple imaging model with 3D space-invariant blurs may enable us again to easily achieve image reconstruction, where not only all-infocus image reconstruction as deblurring but also implicit 3D effects such as scene refocusing according to depths of scenes are achieved. Of course, actually, real sequences of multi-focus images captured by ordinary cameras do not always strictly fit our imaging model even if we apply simple registration among multi-focus images [50] , [51] to the sequences, because the ideal conditions such as geometrical optics in Fig. 2 are not completely satisfied. In this paper, we just adopt our previously proposed registration method [50] for real sequences of multi-focus images based on the assumption that 3D space-invariant blurs are obtained. Although advanced approaches to dealing with 3D space-variant blurs in the sequence may be important for further studies to improve quality of image reconstruction, by experimental results in Sect. IV and theoretical discussion in Sect. V, we see that such assumption simplifies our approach to achieve efficient image reconstruction and it does not introduce awful artifacts on reconstructed images as expected in Sect. II-C.
In Sect. III-B, in order to decompose 3D multi-focus images into dense 4D light field, we propose a method for reconstructing shifted pinhole images from multi-focus images robustly and efficiently, where our 3D analysis is utilized in the frequency domain.
B. Reconstructing All-in-Focus Images Through Shifted Pinholes 1) With 3D Filters for Sequences of Multi-Focus Images:
In the 3D frequency domain, the relation of Eq. (6) in Sect. III-A, which is 3D convolution as shown in Fig. 3 , is transformed as follows:
where 3D filter H (u, v, w) expresses how a sequence of multifocus images G(u, v, w) preserves frequency components of the 3D scene F (u, v, w) . In order to analyze characteristics of H (u, v, w), based on the 3D analysis in Sect. III-A, we decompose h(x, y, z) into components corresponding to trajectories of rays refracted at each point as shown in Fig. 4 . We define a 3D filter h s,t (x, y, z) corresponding to trajectories of rays refracted at (s, t) on the lens as follows:
and we express Eq. (5), as described in Sect. III-A, directly by weighted composition of such 3D filters with k(s, t), which denotes features of the lens, as follows:
In the frequency domain, they are transformed as follows:
Finally, by using Eq. (8) and Eq. (11), the following equation is obtained:
where a sequence of multi-focus images
, which is a sequence of all-in-focus images captured through a shifted pinhole at (s, t) on the lens. On the other hand, by using Eq. (8), each component H s,t (u, v, w)F(u, v, w) , which includes information of rays through a shifted pinhole as an all-in-focus image, is expressed as follows:
Because the 3D filter on the right side of Eq. (13) (u, v, w) , where weight function k(s, t) is also non-negative. Consequently, the right side of Eq. (13) can be determined for all (u, v, w) . Thus, our 3D frequency analysis enables us to decompose 3D multi-focus images g(x, y, z) into 4D light field on the lens plane as all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes [36] . Especially, multi-focus images with virtual bokeh denoted byk(s, t) instead of the original k(s, t) can be reconstructed directly from extracted components as follows:
However, we have ignored spatial boundaries of g(x, y, z), especially, which is limited by the number of multi-focus images for z-axis. Under existence of such boundaries, unfortunately, Eq. (13) itself is not suitable for reconstructing allin-focus images through shifted pinholes robustly. Generally, h s,t (x, y, z) and H s,t (u, v, w) have gaps between the boundaries of both ends as shown in Fig. 4 , and so they are not strictly equal to ideal expressions in Eq. (9) and Eq. (11) for Fourier transform. Actually, in the case of (s, t) = (0, 0), such gaps introduce a kind of aliasing artifacts into reconstructed images. For example, in the case of (s, t) = (0.5, 0.0), Eq. (9) with spatial boundaries for N x = N y = N = 64 is transformed as shown in Fig. 5(a) in the frequency domain, and it includes frequency components which is not expected in Fig. 4 . Such components may make the 3D filter on the right side of Eq. (13) unstable, where reconstructed images are awfully degraded. We notice that h(x, y, z) for each z of f (x, y, z) is limited in different regions of z-axis by spatial boundaries of g (x, y, z) . Therefore, G(u, v, w) cannot be expressed simply by Eq. (8) and Eq. (11), and, especially, it is not so easy to extract unexpected frequency components shown in Fig. 5(a) from G(u, v, w) robustly. Conversely, H s,t (u, v, w) in Eq. (11) with the same boundaries is transformed as shown in Fig. 5(b) in the spatial domain, where similar artifacts are introduced. That is, although the 3D filter on the right side of Eq. (13) itself is stable by using such H s,t (u, v, w) directly, reconstructed images suffer from ghosting effects caused by the artifacts. Finally, gaps by spatial boundaries of g(x, y, z) prevent us from robustly reconstructing all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes from G(u, v, w) in the 3D frequency domain. In order to suppress degradation by spatial boundaries, we propose dimension reduction closing the gaps for z-axis and 2D filters [39] - [42] instead of a 3D filtering in Eq. (13) of (−s, −t, 1). Here, we apply dimension reduction in the direction of (−s, −t, 1) to 3D convolution in Eq. (6) as shown in Fig. 6 , where 2D information is obtained by integration of 3D information as follows:
Finally, light field synthesis on the lens plane is achieved just by reconstructing a s,
By using Eq. (6) and definition of convolution, integration of multi-focus images b s,t (x, y) is expressed with 2D convolution (see the Appendix) as follows:
Thus, a s,t (x, y) corresponding rays refracted at (s, t) on the lens can be extracted from integration of multi-focus images b s,t (x, y) by using a 2D inverse filter as follows:
It is notable that C s,t (u, v) −1 is stable for all (u, v) although we ignore spatial boundaries again here. Actually, in Eq. (15) , gaps between spatial boundaries, which introduce artifacts in Eq. (13) , are closed with translation by (+sz, +tz) at each z in the same way as h 0,0 (x, y, z), which is robustly transformed into H 0,0 (u, v, w) as shown in Fig. 4 [39] . In Sect. V, characteristics of the 2D filter C s,t (u, v) −1 are discussed in detail. Our scheme based on dimension reduction extracts components on a plane in the 3D frequency domain as shown in Fig. 4 by integration in the orthogonal direction as a kind of Fourier slice theorem. However, a sequence of multi-focus images g(x, y, z) is integrated instead of the scene f (x, y, z) itself, and so we need a 2D inverse filter as Eq. (17) for 3D blurs in g(x, y, z).
As concerns efficiency of dense light field synthesis and rendering, our scheme described above needs 2D FFT at least for b s,t (x, y) of each (s, t) before Eq. (17) after dimension reduction in Eq. (15) , even if C s,t (u, v) −1 is prepared in advance. In this paper, we propose a method for such synthesis and rendering by a simple linear combination of multi-focus images. The proposed method applies 2D FFT to just each of multi-focus images. Generally, the number of multi-focus images is much smaller than the one of virtual pinholes on the lens for dense light field as shown in Sect. IV. Actually, dimension reduction in Eq. (15) is expressed in the 2D frequency domain as follows:
where G (n) (u, v) denotes g (n) (x, y) = g(x, y, n) in the frequency domain. Therefore, we easily obtain a simple linear combination of multi-focus images for reconstructing all-infocus images through shifted pinholes as follows:
It is notable that we also achieve scene refocusing with virtual bokeh like Eq. (14) directly by a linear combination of multifocus images as follows:
We notice that n on the right side of Eq. (22) should be replaced with n − n f for scene refocusing with imaging plane P n f [41] , [42] . Similarly, in Eq. (20), n is replaced with n − n ∞ for direct light field synthesis without translation [40] , where imaging plane P n ∞ focuses on the infinity. In any case, C s,t (u, v) can be also efficiently obtained in the 2D frequency domain like Eq. (18), although n runs from −N/2 to N/2 −1. Thus, we obtain linear filters to achieve dense light field synthesis and rendering from multi-focus images for scenes of arbitrary depths like our previous method just for scenes of two depths. The filters are scene-independent, so that they can be easily prepared in advance for efficient image reconstruction.
Finally, we summarize our proposed method for scene refocusing as a sample of pseudo-codes. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show how to compute scene-independent 2D filters H (n) (u, v) . (u, v) is computed for virtual bokehk(s, t) and imaging plane P n f in Fig. 8 by using C s,t (u, v) simply computed in the 2D spatial domain as Fig. 7 . When once we compute G (n) (u, v) in Fig. 9 as multi-focus images in the frequency domain, we easily compute a(x, y) obtained by scene refocusing in Fig. 10 , because scene-independent 2D filters H (n) (u, v) can be prepared in advance for various kinds of bokeh and imaging planes in Fig. 8 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct several experiments in order to evaluate robustness and efficiency of the proposed method. In Sect. IV-A, simulations using synthetic images for objective evaluation clarify how our novel linear filters reconstruct all-in-focus images well especially for shifted pinholes in comparison with our previous 3D filters and the conventional approach to extended depth of field. We also see that dense light field composed of such all-in-focus images enables us to achieve very robust scene refocusing with arbitrary reconstruction of bokeh in this simulation. In Sect. IV-B, the first two experiments are conducted to show how our proposed method also works well for scene refocusing with arbitrary bokeh even in the case of real images, that do not strictly fit our imaging model. The second two experiments simply compare the proposed method with the conventional methods depending on scene/focus estimation, and then, we see that our proposed linear filters do not suffer from various artifacts introduced by unstable estimation.
By the way, in this section, the number of multi-focus images, denoted by N, is set appropriately to achieve image reconstruction efficiently. Our previous experiments and discussion on 3D blurs [38] show that, when its parameter r , described in Sect. IV-A in detail, gets larger than 1.0, quality of reconstructed images by our approach slowly decreases. On the other hand, when r is smaller than 1.0, the quality is almost constant. In addition, for example, if a sequence of multi-focus images g(x, y, z), whose parameters are N = N 0 and r = r 0 , is downsampled by a factor of 2 for z-axis, we obtain another sequence, whose parameters are N = N 0 /2 and r = 2r 0 . Therefore, in the experiments, the number of multi-focus images is determined by appropriate sampling for z-axis so that r is about 1.0 in order to preserve the quality of image reconstruction and suppress computational costs at the same time. Of course, we also consider how near and how far planes in focus are needed in Fig. 1 to determine the number of multi-focus images, corresponding to the range of g(x, y, z) for z-axis in Fig. 3 . However, it depends on depths of scenes. We briefly discuss how the relation between such ranges and depths has effects on quality of image reconstruction in the following Sect. IV-A and in Sect. V. Finally, for each real sequence of multi-focus images in the experiments, its number is set appropriately to obtain sufficient quality of reconstructed images based on the discussion.
A. Simulations Using Synthetic Images
In order to evaluate our dense light field synthesis and rendering based on reconstruction of all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes, we apply the proposed linear filters in Sect. III to sequences of multi-focus images created for several combinations of scenes and camera features.
At first, we conduct experiments of dense light field synthesis by decomposing multi-focus images into components as all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes on the lens with linear filters of Eq. (20) . For a scene consisting of textures in Fig. 11(a) , a sequence of multi-focus images with bokeh in Fig. 11(b) is created as shown in Fig. 11(c) , where we arrange the textures with 256 × 256 pixels just at z = 17 in the scene and N = 64, N x = N y = 256. That is, g(x, y, 17) equals f (x, y, 17) as an all-in-focus image of the scene. Among Fig. 11(b) , Gaussian bokeh is selected for creating the multifocus images in Fig. 11(c) .
As described in Sect. III, bokeh can be expressed by k(s, t) such that k(s, t)dsdt = 1 as features of the lens. Geometrical optics often adopts simple bokeh as a cylindrical function denoted by k cyl (s, t; r ), which has a non-zero constant value just for |(s, t)| ≤ r as shown in Fig. 11(b) . On the other hand, favorable bokeh is generally expressed by Gaussian blurs. If a 2D Gaussian function with the variance of σ 2 is denoted by k gauss (s, t; σ ), we adopt k gauss (s, t; r/ √ 2) for Gaussian bokeh in Fig. 11(b) . Features of the lens with various apertures can be also expressed by k(s, t). For example, an aperture like a ring which is closed within a radius of r/2 in the center and an aperture like a star touching the original circle internally are shown in Fig. 11(b), where k(s, t) has a constant value within apertures.
In Fig. 11(d) , we show experimental results of decomposing multi-focus images g(x, y, z) in Fig. 11(c) , which is created with Gaussian bokeh of r = 1.0, into shifted pinhole images as dense light field by the proposed linear filtering in Eq. (19) and Eq. (20), where n ∞ = 47. Reconstructed all-in-focus images a s,t (x, y) are sufficiently clear for expressing rays through shifted pinholes on the lens except regions around boundaries, which are not included by the original multi-focus images. We notice that each reconstructed image has appropriate disparity for its viewpoint corresponding to a shifted pinhole at (s, t) on the lens. In the case of (s, t) = (0, 0), we obtain an ordinary all-in-focus image of the scene for the central pinhole, where the original texture in Fig. 11(a) is well reconstructed. This experiment deals with just a single depth of the scene. However, even for scenes consisting of arbitrary depths, a simple combination of reconstructed components for each depth is obtained by the proposed linear filters. Therefore, for example, if objects exist at 16 < z < 48 in the scene f (x, y, z), we can expect similar or better quality of reconstruction because such depths fit our imaging model well in comparison with the depth in this experiment. Actually, they are more apart from spatial boundaries for z-axis in Fig. 3 than z = 17. Detailed discussion is provided in Sect. V. Fig. 11(e) shows quality of the synthesized light field in Fig. 11(d) , where each reconstructed all-in-focus image for a shifted pinhole at (s, 0) is compared with the central 64 × 64 pixels of the original texture in Fig. 11(a) by PSNR. We also show results of reconstruction by a 3D filtering in Eq. (13) and a conventional method for extended depth of field (EDF) [6] applied to shifted multi-focus images g (n) (x − s(n − n ∞ ), y − t (n − n ∞ )). By our linear filters, all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes are obtained very robustly at |(s, t)| < 1.0(= r ) corresponding to the inside of the original aperture for the multi-focus images in Fig. 11(c) , although the other methods suffer from degradation as a shifted pinhole at (s, t) goes away from the center of the lens. The proposed method using multi-focus images achieve dense light field synthesis for all of rays through the lens. We notice that it essentially obtains the same quality as dimension reduction in the spatial domain by Eq. (15) and Eq. (17) [41] , [42] .
In Fig. 11(f) , we also show quality of the synthesized light field from multi-focus images with various kinds of bokeh by the proposed linear filters, where each reconstructed allin-focus image for a shifted pinhole at (0, t) is evaluated in the same way as Fig. 11(e) . Gaussian, cylindrical and ringlike bokeh of r = 1.0 are used as k(s, t) for creating multifocus images and decomposition of them into shifted pinhole images. Even in the case of cylindrical and ring-like bokeh, our proposed filters achieve image reconstruction robustly at |(s, t)| < r , although we find slight degradation near |(s, t)| = r where k(s, t) changes to zero suddenly. It is notable that, from multi-focus images with ring-like bokeh, we successfully obtain all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes around the center of the lens, where the aperture is closed and corresponding rays themselves are not given. Actually, the corresponding frequency components are reconstructed from the other rays. We notice that rays through each shifted pinhole give components on a plane in the frequency domain as shown in Fig. 4 . Therefore, all-in-focus image reconstruction is successfully achieved for a virtual shifted pinhole 180 degrees surrounded by regions of the original aperture in the same way as Fourier slice theorem for computed tomography. Such property of the proposed linear filters may be utilized for several applications like multiaperture photography [25] . Thus, our proposed method enables us to achieve robust and flexible dense light field synthesis, where the same resolution as multi-focus images is obtained for reconstructed images corresponding to dense viewpoints on the lens, although lens arrays cannot easily obtain sufficient resolution and viewpoints at the same time [22] , [23] .
Next, we conduct experiments of scene refocusing with several kinds of bokeh directly from multi-focus images as dense light field synthesis and rendering by linear filters of Eq. (22) . In order to create multi-focus images (N = 64, N x = N y = 128, r = 1.0) for simulations, 21 bright spots are equally spaced at 22 ≤ z ≤ 42 in the scene f (x, y, z) , where each spot corresponds to 12 pixels in an octagon. We prepare three sequences of multi-focus images with Gaussian, cylindrical and ring-like bokeh. Fig. 12 shows the central 128 × 64 pixels of reconstructed images from each sequence of multi-focus images by the proposed linear filtering in Eq. (21) and Eq. (22), where n f = 32. Actually, scene refocusing with conversion of bokeh is achieved by settinĝ k(s, t) in Eq. (22) to Gaussian, cylindrical, ring-like or star bokeh, and we also show its quality by PSNR for reconstructed images in Fig. 12 , where they are compared with ideal results of the bokeh in the sequence of directly created multi-focus images. We notice that Gaussian bokeh is modified for Eq. (22) by settingk(s, t) = 0 at |(s, t)| > r , where robust light field synthesis is not generally achieved as shown in Fig. 11(f) , and multiplying it by a constant such that k (s, t)dsdt = 1. Although such modification introduces slight degradation of reconstructed Gaussian bokeh, sufficient quality of bokeh conversion is obtained robustly by our proposed linear filters. In this paper, integration in Eq. (22) for obtaining appropriate linear filters is discretized by changing s and t stepwise. If D denotes its step size, we set D = 0.1 for the experiments in Fig. 12 . In order to suppress aliasing artifacts on reconstructed images, D should not be larger than |n f − z| −1 at any z, where objects exist in the scene [33] . As concerns efficiency, Eq. (15) and Eq. (17) need dimension reduction and 2D FFT more than 300 times for all of viewpoints at |(s, t)| ≤ r (= 1.0) in this experiments, even if we prepare C s,t (u, v) −1 in advance. On the other hand, Eq. (21) just needs to apply 2D FFT to multi-focus images, if we prepare linear filters of Eq. (22) in advance. Because the number of multifocus images is usually much smaller than the one of sufficient viewpoints suppressing aliasing artifacts, our simple sceneindependent linear filtering in Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) achieves robust image reconstruction as dense light field synthesis and rendering efficiently.
B. Experiments Using Real Images
For evaluating how dense light field synthesis and rendering by our proposed linear filters work robustly with actual camera features, we conduct experiments of scene refocusing with several kinds of bokeh for real images.
In Fig. 13(a) , multi-focus images (N = 32, N x = N y = 256) captured with a fixed focal lens are shown. We also show an enlarged image of the background, where z = 10 is in focus. We notice that, by our previously proposed method [37] , [50] , preprocessing such as image size correction has been already applied to the sequence of multi-focus images and r = 1.4 is obtained for k(s, t) with estimation on the assumption that blurs in the sequence can be expressed by Gaussian bokeh. Fig. 13(b) shows reconstructed images withk(s, t) set to Gaussian bokeh of r = 1.4 in Eq. (22), wherek(s, t) is modified as described in Sect. IV-A. We also show an enlarged image in the same way as Fig. 13(a) . In order to compare the original and reconstructed bokeh in detail, Fig. 13(d) indicates intensity on two horizontal lines crossing the center of the first or second circle from the top of the background for z = 10 of Fig. 13(a) and n f = 10 of Fig. 13(b) . The original bokeh seems like not only Gaussian one assumed as above to express k(s, t) for determining C s,t (u, v) −1 but also cylindrical one, and, moreover, it is slightly distorted. On the other hand, more desirable Gaussian bokeh is obtained without apparent distortion on the reconstructed image, although blurs seem to be suppressed a little in comparison with the original image because of modifying Gaussian bokeh for k(s, t). Actually, we see favorable bokeh decreasing intensity smoothly from the center to the fringe in Fig. 13(b) . In this experiment, C s,t (u, v) −1 in the proposed filter of Eq. (20) for light field synthesis is obtained from inaccurate k(s, t), and so it causes slight degradation on reconstructed all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes in the same way as blind deconvolution. However, the synthesized light field enables us to reconstruct desirable bokeh robustly, although degradation of the same degree may be introduced especially on regions in focus. If C s,t (u, v) −1 is obtained from more appropriate k(s, t), we achieve precise light field synthesis and rendering even for real images like Sect. IV-A in suppressing such degradation.
In Fig. 13(c) , reconstructed images are shown, wherek(s, t) is set to star bokeh of r = 1.0 in the same way as in Fig. 12 . We see extraordinary bokeh in the corresponding enlarged image for n f = 10 in Fig. 13(c) . Actually, Fig. 13 (e) shows star bokeh directly by indicating intensity of 24 × 24 pixels around one of the third circles from the top of the background. Thus, even arbitrarily deformed bokeh is robustly reconstructed by our proposed linear filters.
In Fig. 14(a) , we show another sequence of multi-focus images (N = 32, N x = 512, N y = 256) captured by an inexpensive digital camera equipped with a zoom lens. In the same way as the previous experiments, preprocessing such as image size correction has been already applied to the sequence and its corresponding k(s, t) is estimated to be Gaussian bokeh of r = 0.6. Fig. 14(b) shows reconstructed images which would be captured with a smaller aperture, where we setk(s, t) to modified Gaussian bokeh of r = 0.3. If a 1D Gaussian function with the variance of σ 2 is denoted by k gauss (x; σ ), k gauss (s; r/ √ 2)δ(t) and δ(s)k gauss (t; r/ √ 2) correspond to apertures which open just horizontally and vertically, respectively. We adopt them in setting r = 0.6 fork(s, t) to reconstruct images with horizontal bokeh in Fig. 14(c) and vertical bokeh in Fig. 14(d) , where, actually,k(s, t) is modified in the same way as Gaussian bokeh. It is notable that just horizontal or vertical edges are clearly preserved on reconstructed images. By settingk(s, t) = δ(s, t), an ordinary all-in-focus image is also reconstructed as shown in Fig. 14(e) , which would be captured through the central pinhole on the lens. We notice that reconstructed images are identical for arbitrary n f . Fig. 14(f) shows enlarged images around a grey crayon at the right side of Fig. 14(a) ∼(e) for z = 22 or n f = 22. We see arbitrarily deformed bokeh on reconstructed images, where our proposed linear filters do not introduce awful degradation like aliasing artifacts even around occluded regions. When we conduct the first two experiments using real images in this section, Eq. (22) is discretized by setting D = 0.05 to be step sizes for s and t, and our linear filters are applied to R, G and B channels independently in the case of color images. In comparison with Eq. (15) and Eq. (17), Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) efficiently reduce the number of times that 2D FFT is applied to images from more than one thousand to less than one hundread by preparing linear filters in advance. In the experiments, although sequences of multifocus images do not strictly fit our imaging model described in Sect. III because of actual configurations arranging optical and imaging devices, aberration affecting bokeh, and so on, we see that several notable visual effects by dense light field synthesis and rendering from the sequences are robustly achieved based on reconstruction of all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes.
The second two experiments using real images (N = 32, N x = N y = 256) in this section simply show how our proposed method robustly works in comparison with the conventional approach to extended depth of field. Both of the sequences in Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 16 (a) are captured by the same camera for Fig. 14 , and preprocessing has been already applied to them, too. We estimate the corresponding k(s, t) to be Gaussian bokeh of r = 0.6 and r = 1.1, respectively. For comparison, a state-of-the-art method [6] for merging multi-focus images in the spatial or Wavelet domain is adopted to achieve light field synthesis, where D = 0.1, in the same way as in Sect. IV-A. In Fig. 15 Fig. 15(e) . In Fig. 15 (f)∼(h), we also see reconstructed ordinary all-in-focus images. Their expansions around a comb against a striped background are in the right side of Fig. 15(e) . Fig. 15(b) and Fig. 15(f) show reconstruction in the spatial domain, where multi-focus images are directly integrated based on a kind of depth estimation in substance. Generally, such approaches implicitly or explicitly depending on scene estimation [6] , [7] like shape-from-focus/defocus [13] - [21] are not so stable for complex scenes as shown in the right side of Fig. 15(e) . On the other hand, reconstruction in the Wavelet domain [6] as shown in Fig. 15(c) and Fig. 15(g) , that achieves more accurate integration of multi-focus images as coefficients estimated to be in focus without concern about scene information such as depths, works almost like our method obtaining the result in Fig. 15(d) and Fig. 15(h) in the frequency domain. However, as wee see in the left side of Fig. 15(e) , even reconstruction in the Wavelet domain sometimes merges coefficients estimated inappropriately to introduce slight artifacts like the black region on the second tooth of the comb from the right. It is notable that our method based on simple linear filters achieves robust reconstruction for both regions as dense light field synthesis and rendering, where all the frequency components of all the multi-focus images are utilized with scene-independent weighted composition determined just by features of 3D blurs in the sequence of them instead of unstable scene/focus estimation.
In addition, the conventional approach to extended depth of field directly depending on such scene/focus estimation does not easily avoid artifacts like halos as described in Sect. II-A even for simple scenes. In Fig. 16(b) , ordinary all-in-focus image reconstruction based on Wavelet decomposition [6] clearly shows us halos of the yellow regions interfering with the blue ones. Without such artifacts, our proposed method robustly and efficiently achieves scene refocusing with modified Gaussian bokeh of r = 0.6 in Fig. 16(c) and ordinary all-in-focus image reconstruction in Fig. 16(d) , where we deal with color channels independently in the same way as in Fig. 14. 
V. DISCUSSION ON THE PROPOSED FILTERS
In order to discuss robustness of our proposed filters for reconstructing all-in-focus images through shifted pinholes, their characteristics are briefly analyzed in considering effects of differences between actual multi-focus images and our ideal imaging model in Fig. 3 . Especially, in this section, we analyze C s,t (u, v) −1 as essentials because our filters are expressed by its weighted composition as shown in Eq. (20) and Eq. (22) . We notice that characteristics of C s,t (u, v) −1 , which is determined by a symmetrical 3D blurring filter h(x, y, z), is relatively simple and easy to understand. For example, we can almost ignore its imaginary part.
At first, C 0,0 (u, v) −1 and C 1,0 (u, v) −1 are shown by expressing u and v by radial frequencies in Fig. 17(a) and Fig. 17(b) , respectively. We compute them for Gaussian bokeh of r = 1.0, where N = 16, N x = N y = 128. Generally, they suppress low frequency components, which are integrated by dimension reduction as Fig. 6 from all of multi-focus images preserving such components well, rather than emphasize high frequency components like the conventional deblurring filters for a single blurred image. Actually, we simply obtain C s,t (0, 0) −1 = 1/N. If multi-focus images would be captured for all z, N → ∞ and, in the case of Gaussian bokeh, the corresponding filter is expressed as follows:
It expresses Fig. 17 (a) well except low frequency components, where integration of the corresponding frequency components preserved in multi-focus images is limited by spatial boundaries for z-axis. We also see such characteristics more clearly in Fig. 17(c) indicating C 0,0 (u, 0) −1 of Gaussian, cylindrical and ring-like bokeh. In addition, Fig. 17 (c) reveals that it is practical to utilize our proposed filters corresponding to Gaussian bokeh for experiments using real images in Sect. IV-B, because actual features of bokeh in real images usually exist between Gaussian ones and cylindrical ones. That is to say, as implied by their characteristics in Fig. 17(c) , we may obtain reconstructed images whose contrast is slightly different from ideal results, however, the filters do not directly introduce awful degradation. Similarly, although actual bokeh generally varies with its parameter r , which is not always precisely estimated or determined, in a sequence of multi-focus images because they are not captured with ideal imaging planes arranged for z-axis as shown in Fig. 3 and features of ordinary lenses are not as simple as Fig. 2 , we can expect the proposed filters to robustly obtain reconstructed images without awful degradation, while contrast may be slightly unstable, as Fig. 17(c) and Eq. (23) suggest. Of course, if multi-focus images are captured or transformed based on appropriate registration to fit our imaging model of Fig. 3 as strictly as possible and its bokeh is obtained precisely, our filters easily achieve better image reconstruction.
In the case of (s, t) = (0, 0), dimension reduction as Fig. 6 introduces additional effects like a motion blur in the direction of (s, t) on integrated images. Especially, lower frequency components are greatly affected because of defocus blurs on multi-focus images. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 17(d) indicating frequency characteristics in some directions for Fig. 17(b) , our proposed filter emphasizes the components degraded by such effects in comparison with the direction orthogonal to the additional blurs, where it is almost identical with C 0,0 (u, v) −1 in Fig. 17(a) .
Finally, we discuss effects of spatial boundaries for z-axis, which always prevent multi-focus images from completely fitting our imaging model as Fig. 3 . Because our proposed filters are optimized for z = N/2 of scenes, they degrade reconstructed images in the case of scenes whose depths are far from z = N/2. In Fig. 18, by setting k(s, t) to Gaussian bokeh of r = 1.0, we show frequency analysis of such degradation for some depths in the scene, where N = 32, N x = N y = 256. It indicates C s,t (u, v) −1Ĉ s,t (u, v) , (u, v) . As shown in Fig. 18(a) , in the case of (s, t) = (0, 0), just low frequency components are simply suppressed on reconstructed images. Actually, degradation at (s, t) = (0, 0) in Fig. 11 is chiefly caused by such characteristics. In the case of (s, t) = (0, 0), by effects like a motion blur as described above, we see more complicated distortion of low frequency components in Fig. 18(b) , which also causes degradation where (s, t) goes away from (0, 0) in Fig. 11 . However, we notice that the effects by spatial boundaries for z-axis are always just on low frequency components. That is to say, as shown in Fig. 11 , our proposed filters relatively preserve textures well on reconstructed images in spite of degradation of PSNR.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method for reconstructing allin-focus images through shifted pinholes by scene-independent linear combination of multi-focus images without any unstable scene/focus estimation that the conventional approaches to extended depth of field depend on. It enables dense light field synthesis and rendering such as bokeh reconstruction robustly and efficiently by utilizing multi-focus images without special devices such as lens arrays limiting resolution of reconstructed images. All-in-focus image reconstruction from multi-focus images is usually achieved just for the central pinhole by studying how to exclude blurs from reconstructed images. However, we show that blurs on multi-focus images actually include plentiful information and they can be decomposed into not only such a single all-in-focus image but also virtual light field on the lens plane as shifted pinhole images.
We notice that our proposed method is essentially based on 3D frequency analysis of multi-focus images as a structured sequence expressed well by convolution of scene information and a 3D blurring filter, although image reconstruction itself is simply achieved by linear combination of the images in the 2D frequency domain. Such 3D analysis not only gives physical explanation of the proposed filters but also clarifies conditions for reconstructing shifted pinhole images by the filters robustly. For example, it is difficult for the proposed method to reconstruct all-in-focus images without awful degradation in the case of shifted pinholes which are apart from the original aperture. It reveals that our previously proposed method using similar linear filters for scenes composed of two depths cannot be always easily extended for general scenes composed of arbitrary depths. On the other hand, it is notable that our novel approach simply achieves relatively robust all-in-focus image reconstruction for shifted pinholes at any regions surrounded by the original aperture even if the regions themselves shut out the corresponding light field like a ring-like aperture.
In future, we would like to sophisticate registration and blur estimation as preprocessing for fitting captured multi-focus images to our imaging model well in order to improve quality of image reconstruction [50] , [51] . As concerns cooperation with advanced devices, varifocal liquid lenses [48] or light field cameras [23] may enable us to easily treat not only multifocus images but also multi-focus videos, and HDR images are suitable for emphasizing effects such as bokeh reconstruction. We will also extend our proposed method to be integrated with interpolation and extrapolation of light field. Moreover, light field compression based on 3D representation by multifocus images can be studied as one of the most important applications of our method [52] . 
where we replace z with z + ζ by ignoring spatial boundaries. 
where we also replace ξ, η with ξ − sζ, η − tζ , respectively.
